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Visual Cultures of Imagining Earth
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Not Coal, Not Nuclear Power, Not Gas:
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HOW TO SPEAK AND DEAL WITH CLIMATE
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Law as the Most Powerful Tool for
Environment Protection: You Can Join Too!
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By2020WeRiseUp - Open Strategic
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Air Travel and How to Avoid It (CZ).
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DeCO2lonising Climate Justice: Prospects of Climate Justice Movement in
Eastern Europe (EN). Discussion
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From Fossil Totalitarianism to Energy
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summer School of Civil Disobedience
30 June - 3 July

In alphabetical order

Main programme

Air Travel and How to Avoid It (CZ) Tuesday 10:00

Why is air travel so cheap and what is its impact on climate change? How to avoid
flying while not giving up traveling? Can a more expensive, longer trip have
a better impact? Practical tips, on where and how to find a train connection to
distant countries, how to buy tickets and why not be afraid of changing.

Martin Hyťha (Nesehnutí). Workshop.

Czech Environmental Movement from Temelín Blockades to Climate Camps (CZ) Sunday 14:00

Thirty years have passed since the Velvet Revolution and since the birth of
a modern environmental movement in Czechoslovakia. Jan Beránek, a 19-year-old
student at that time, has been there from the beginning: he is a founder of the
Ecological Movement DUHA - Friends of the Earth Czech Republic, where he worked in the field of energy for more than a decade and helped launch a long-term
campaign for stopping the completion of the Temelín nuclear power plant, including
annual building site blockades. Later he began to work at the Greenpeace International headquarters in Amsterdam, where he led a global energy campaign for
five years and where he still works nowadays. With our distinguished guest, we will
discuss what we can learn from the thirty-year history of ecological activities and
what we can follow from the legacy of the anti-nuclear movement of the 1990s.

Jan Beránek (Greenpeace international), Yvonna Gaillyová (Ecological Institute “Veronica”). Discussion.
DeCO2lonising Climate Justice: Prospects of Climate Justice Movement in Eastern Europe (EN) Tuesday 14:00

Despite the fact that iron curtain fell 30 years ago we can still observe uneven
conditions and significant differences between so called West and East of Europe.
While facing global climate breakdown it is worrying to observe dependency on
fossil fuel and particularly on coal and non-ambitious or missing plans for the transformation of energy system on one hand and growing authoritarian, nationalist tendencies and depreciation of civil society on the other as current common traits in
Eastern-European countries. Surging global climate justice movement is emerging
also in this region. We will discuss commonalities and differences among climate
justice initiatives in Eastern European countries, seek possibilities to enhance its
prospects and search for ways to deCO2lonise the movement inside Europe.

Olga Gusakova (Eco action, Ukraine), Karolina Wozniak (Obóz dla
Klimatu, Poland), Daniel Ruparzow (Extinction Rebellion, Hungary),
Laura Kovácsová (Bod obratu, Slovakia). Discussion.
Degrowth – Economic Realism for Climate Justice (CZ)
Monday 10:00

In developed countries, it is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve economic
growth which has become both socially and ecologically harmful. According to
recent UN surveys, further economic growth is being avoided by reducing material
consumption and stopping climate change. However, our current economy is
based on the need for growth, and there seems to be an agreement across the
political spectrum. Are there alternatives? With which economic tools can we reach
those alternatives? Or is it necessary to get rid of our perspective on the current
mainstream economics? Eva Fraňková (ecological economist, Masaryk

University). Discussion.

The End of Coal and How to Reach it in Czechia (CZ) Tuesday 14:00

If we want to stop the climate crisis, rich states such as the Czech Republic must
stop mining and burning the dirtiest fossil fuel: coal, as soon as possible. Technically nothing is stopping us from doing so –according to expert studies, we can get
rid of coal by 2030 at the latest - but the coal industry does everything to delay it as
much as possible. How can we overcome it and gain the political majority in Czech
society for the program of the immediate end of the coal era? Jiří Koželouh

(Hnutí Duha) and Radek Kubala (Limity jsme my). Discussion.
Energy and Democracy: Do They Work Together? (EN)
Tuesday 14:00

Energy Democracy is a demand and a political agenda. It is happening, as
thousands of bottom up initiatives set up production and distribution facilities for
renewable energy, often as cooperatives and with an agenda of social justice and
inclusiveness. There is also the ambitious plan by the international alliance of
(energy) trade unions, to implement a massive top down transition to quit all fossil
energy rapidly while actually improving working conditions. Both approaches are
promising and will be introduced with some hints for practical first steps.

Conrad Kunze (Energiewende sociologist, Freie Universität Berlin).
Lecture
The Future of Green Politics (CZ) Wednesday 14:00

What is the future of green politics in the Czech Republic? Is there a point in
a party with climate protection as its main agenda or is it more important that all
the parties tackle this issue? Why are political parties failing in answering today‘s
crucial issues? By request we made an exception in our principle of

not inviting politicians to Klimakemp and we will be debating with
representatives of several political parties as well as some critical
speakers who are not party members. Discussion.
From Fossil Totalitarianism to Energy Democracies (EN)
Tuesday 16:30

The current state of energy industry is built on dominance of energy corporations
which are in control of the infrastructure depending on large, mostly fossil energy
sources. Energy is becoming a commodity whose price may not necessarily
reflect its production and consumption. Around the world, many new projects are
starting and changing this, successfully taming their energy metabolism. How can
the energy sector be democratized? How do successful projects abroad work?
What are the prospects for energy democracy in Czechia? Conrad Kunze

(Freie Universität Berlin), Karel Polanecký (Hnutí Duha) Karel Tichý
(Re:start). Discussion.
HOW TO SPEAK AND DEAL WITH CLIMATE CHANGE DENIERS
(CZ) Monday 14:00

Who are the people who deny climate change and what is leading them? What
are their most common arguments and how to respond to them? Does it make
sense to talk to climate change deniers, or is it just a waste of time? Not only these
questions will be answered by a Czech climatologist who is not afraid to join in on
a public debate and also a man that spent a lot of time with climate change deniers
and wrote a book about them. Alexandr Ač (Global Change Research

Institute), Petr Vidomus (climate sociologist). Discussion.

Not Coal, Not Nuclear Power, Not Gas: How to Change the Paradigm in Czech Climate and Energy Policy (EN) Sunday 16:30

The debate on the Czech energy policy has been stuck in a deadlock of a false
dilemma between fossil fuels and nuclear power. The decommissioning of coal-fired power plants is continually conditioned by the construction of new reactors.
“Coal barons” and energy companies such as ČEZ benefit from the absurd waste
of energy and electricity exports while greenhouse gas emissions from the energy
sector have not actually decreased in the last two decades. Real solutions consumption reduction, savings, ambitious development of renewable resources
- seem to be no real option. Where does this paradigm which hinders a rational
debate about possibilities of solving the climate crisis come from? How to break it
on the local and national level and make a difference? And how can NGOs, local
initiatives and the informal movement work together on this task?

Jan Beránek (Greenpeace International), Tereza Stöckelová (sociologist), Christiane X.(Ende Gelände), Robert Hrdina (Zastavme
elektrárnu Chvaletice), hosted by Limity jsme my. Discussion.
The Roads to Climate Justice (CZ) Monday 16:30

In recent years, the climate justice movement has successfully begun to embed
roots in Czech society and has at least managed to make the climate crisis one of
the key issues of debate. However, mere discussions on the climate crisis will not
be enough - as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reported last year,
the necessary pace of reducing carbon emissions is historically unprecedented
and it is not possible without a profound transformation of society. What should this
transformation look like in the areas of energy, economy, science or politics? And
what strategy needs to be developed to achieve these changes? Join the discussion with four leading experts from different areas who are dealing with these issues.

Eva Fraňková (ecologist, Masaryk University), Alexandr Ač (Global
Change Research Institute), Lukáš Likavčan (philosopher, Masaryk
University), Anna Kárníková (Centre for Transport and Energy)
Discussion.
Together against Coal Barons – Local Resistance Movements (CZ)
Wednesday 10:00.

What is the experience from regions where people resist coal or fossil industry in general? Find out straight from the people living and fighting against coal there. What are
the differences in situations in the Pardubice, Sokolov, Most and Hrádek regions? What
tactics and approaches have proven to work? And how can we support each other?

Robert Hrdina (Zastavme elektrárnu Chvaletice), Petr Globočník (Kořeny assosiation), Tomáš Kábrt (Sokolovská beseda), Jiří Malík (Stop HF).
Discussion.
Well-being for Everyone? How to Make a Just Transition to Renewables
in Czechia (CZ) Wednesday 16:30
An apparent ditch separates the interests of the workers and the demands for preservation of a sustainable environment. The rundown of fossil infrastructure opens up
uncomfortable social questions. Even though socially just transition has been
a frequently used term for more than a decade, visions of its implementation as well as
the practical steps towards it differ significantly. What could a socially just transition look
in the Czech Republic? Who is fighting for it and who is trying to prevent it? And where
do the interests of workers and environmentalists meet? Marta Ctiborová (Czech

Energy Union Association), Monika Horáková (green union member),
Patrik (Karmína). Discussion.
With Education towards Climate Justice? (CZ) Wednesday 14:00.

“ Environment protection experts are needed!“ says the Department of Environmental Studies. „What’s the point of studying when we have no future,“ shout the striking
students’ banners. Do we need more people studying or rather more activists? Is
politicization of education a necessary outcome of climate crisis? Or should we prevent
it as much as we can? Is it possible to teach about a catastrophe without fighting it
simultaneously? Bohuslav Binka (Department of Environmental Studies,

Masaryk University), Nikola Jurčáková (Fridays for Future). Discussion.
Women’s Movements and Climate Change (CZ) Wednesday 10:00.

What does the emphasis on climate accountability hold in common with feminism?
What did protests connecting gender equality politics and climate justice look like? And
how can feminist emphasis on sharing start a change towards a more sustainable society? Why are women traditionally the ones doing work based on care and why are they
affected by climate change more destructively? Magdalena Šipka. Workshop.

Open Space Programme:

Against Doom: A Climate Insurgency Manual (Book Presentation)
Monday 14:00

The Neklid publishing house will present a book written by the American historian and
activist Jeremy Brecher. Naomi Klein described this book as “a crisp, clear and savvy
synthesis of key concepts and ideas that will help the global climate justice movement
to succeed.

Anti-fascist Art / Pavel Karous Wednesday 10:00

A presentation dedicated to both historical and present day engaged art against fascist
and Nazi ideologies on Czech and Slovak scene. Presentation connected to a discussion which should tackle the question of how should engaged visual arts focused against
fascism today, when right wing populism, racist and xenophobic tendencies are gaining
intensity both in here and in the world at large. Can it have a wider societal response as
in the past.

Climate Change and Fire Fighters Thursday 11:00

Wildfires, floods, more and more extreme weather. Climate change is also affecting
firefighters’ work. We will hear details from one of them.

Ecosexuality Thursday 10:00

Earth as your lover, not as your mother. Water makes us wet. Become a mermaid,
deep-sea sponge.

Food Connects Us Thursday 15:00

Testing of learning materials and discussion. Help lecturers fine-tune their lesson plan
for children aged 11-15. The topics include environmental and social problems related
to food production and consumption. It will provide pupils with facts and help them
understand crucial obstacles in food sovereignty through a playful board game. Then
they are given a chance to look for solutions of these problems. The project is carried
out as part of the Ekumenická akademie’s project.

Games for the Oppressed/ K115 Wednesday 16:30

Hours of sitting while kettled, long demonstrations or annoying waiting at the police station. Taking part in societal change is demanding, it should however also be stimulating,
freeing, creative and fun. And games in particular are a great defence against frustration
and weariness of protests. Come play, learn or share games which can be easily played
as a part of various forms of protest actions. An introduction to some games inspired by
August Boal the founder of Theatre of the Oppressed, will also take place.

How to Overcome Capitalism? / Socsol (Socialist Solidarity)
Tuesday 16:30

A system built on an infinite race for profit is killing the planet. But what can we do about
it? Is there a point in banning flying for vacations? Or not eating meat? Together, we will
try to find a way to do it.

How We Revealed SEV.EN’s Fossil Trolls in Greenpeace and How We
Climbed the Smokestack of the Chvaletice Power Station Monday 10:00
Dirty tricks done by Fossil PR get revealed by those dealing with them every day.

Law as the Most Powerful Tool for Environment Protection: You Can
Join Too! Monday 16:30

Law provides a number of tools for protection of the environment, but they are not used
as much as it could be. In most cases, you don’t even need to study legislation and verdicts – all you need is some spare time and willingness to do something. I will explain
how to do that and answer your questions.

Making a Dust Sensor - Luftdaten.info workshop Sunday 14:00

Would you like to contribute to the global environmental research? Spread open source
and citizen science ideas? Or do you simply want to know the amount of fine dust particles near your home? In that case, come and make your own fine dust sensor based
on the German project https://luftdaten.info/en/home-en/

MIGRA/ K115 Wednesday 14:00

MIGRA is a role-playing game in which you’ll find out that the society we’ve built around
ourselves has many borders, not just those that are visible at first glance. Get into the
role of an immigrant whose task will be to get the documents they need to build a place
for themselves and then to try and integrate. You will find out that you’re not the only
one it depends on. It depends on where you’re from, what language you speak, who
you meet at the bureau and simply how lucky you are. You’ll experience real adventure,
real frustration, real powerlessness, real discrimination. Real life of a person looking for
safety and, perhaps, a home in a foreign country

Non-Religious Transformational Practice for the World Renewal
Tuesday 10:00

a general strike, expansion of positive deviation islands and the sabbatical for the
whole society are some of them. What are our ideas of roads leading to climate
justice? How to escalate the pressure on all-society transformation without losing the
emancipation ethos? The workshop will create space for imagination and searching
strategies and demands if the climate movement.

Overcrowded: We Mustn’t Close Our Eyes to Factory Farming
Tuesday 14:00

Industrial farms. They are an unavoidable part of today’s food industry. But even
though they are present all around us, we often don’t even know about them. They
affect our health, our environment, our planet as well as the lives of millions of
non-human animals. Thanks to it we might have enough cheap meat, eggs and
dairy, but at the same time the animals living there are crowded together living under
unimaginable conditions.
* Presentation and discussion (45 min). Why are we against industrial farms? Where
are they all anyway? How do they define the lives of animals, climate change or
human health? And how does the Europe-wide campaign against livestock cage
keeping look?
* A creative open space discussion (1 hour): How can we rapidly and effectively
decrease the effects of industrial farming on climate change. Mutual discovery of
both paths and dead ends.

Veganism/Zero Waste and Their Importance for Climate Change
Thursday 14:00

This workshop is for everyone who want to do their best in dealing with climate
change, but don’t know what to do exactly. We will look at how reduction/elimination
of animal products from your everyday diet can be even more important than not
driving a car and how it affects climate change.

Visual Cultures of Imagining Earth and Geopolitics of Climate
Change (EN) Monday 14:00.

According to Jan Patočka, “the problem of philosophy is world as a whole.” In the
situation of climate change, this “world as a whole” becomes the planet – but there
are several ways of imagining the planet, and many times, these imaginations lead
to very different geopolitical consequences. If we agree that climate change can be
faced only through the planetary cooperation, how is this ambition realized or ruled
out by different visual cultures of imagining Earth? Lukáš Likavčan. Lecture.

Wild Forest for Children Thursday 17:00

The programme provided by the “Prales dětem” group is focused on protection of wilderness and education leading towards lifestyle changes and understanding nature.
It includes presentation of activities and projects as well as a discussion.

Accompanying programme:

By2020WeRiseUp - Open Strategic Meeting

By2020WeRiseUp is an effort based on various climatic movements across Europe
that call for more cooperation and a strategy to win the fight for climate justice so that
it is fast enough. Meanwhile, we are losing the war on climate justice, but that doesn‘t
have to be the case forever. We need to get together, learn from each other and plan
strategically. In upcoming months, the waves of events that will begin at the end of
September 2019 have been identified. This strategic meeting aims to bring together
all those interested in joining the preparation process to link the movement across
the region and provide the opportunity to strategically plan.

Climbing training Monday 14:00

Come and talk about some climbing techniques and their use in non-violent direct
actions. What is the Greenpeace Czech Republic climbing team for? Depending on
the number of participants and participants, you will also be able to try out climbing
on the rope. It is a basic introduction to material and technology of climbing.

Morning runs

Every morning we will meet in front of the infotent and go for a half hour run around
the campsite. Including a bath if we find a suitable place for it.

Samba band workshop

Perhaps you‘ve already met a pink-silver drum band at a demonstration, giving
rhythm and spontaneous energy to the protests. Many of them are involved in the
worldwide non-hierarchical Rhythms of Resistance network, which includes our
newly formed Resistance Samba Brno. Do you want to know more about us or try to
play with us? Or have you ever played and miss it? Then come to our workshop!

The creation of blocking aids

Some theory about not just blocking using our bodies and making blocking tools.

School of Civil Disobedience
Action Training

Nonviolent direct actions are a proven method of promoting legitimate social interests
in situations where applicable laws protect injustice, human rights violations, or
irreversible destruction of the environment.
For most people, however, direct action methods remain a secret. How to effectively
block a driveway or mining infrastructure with your own body? How to organize and
care for each other in cluttered and tense situations? And how to deal with the police
so that you do not endanger yourself or others?
For answers to these and similar questions, there is a workshop on non-violent direct
actions - or action training.
We look forward to seeing you at the Rozruch Action Trainers Network with experience in the Czech Republic and abroad.

Coercive Means Wednesday 10:00

What helps in case of tear gas interventions? What does a rubber bullet look like?
When can the police use a stun gun and how does it work in real life? We will show
you the photos and videos with the various coercive means used by the Czech police, and we will talk about the activists‘ experiences here and abroad.

Culture

Dáša Fon Fl’aša

I’ve been into the D.I.Y. style since I was a child, before I even knew what it meant…
I play dirty folk music rooted in punk and blah blah blah. You must see me and hear
me instead of reading about it.

Hmlisto

We make a fusion of old fiddler music and contemporary songs combining violin and
shepherd’s pipes with a mandola and a semi-acoustic guitar.

Jan Hlucháň

A songwriter coming from the very heart of Moravian Wallachia, a bohemian with
a young boy’s soul. At the age of 12, he first grabbed the guitar and never let it go.
Magnetic for everyone who ever happened to be around. His extraordinary lyrics,
catchy tunes and energic performance will win your heart. Jan Hlucháň, such
a distinctive musician it is not necessary to say nothing more.

Kopec šišek

The name of our band means a “Pile of Cones” and we once played with a band
that once played with the Sex Pistols. Sometimes we change the name of the band,
depending on what we currently feel like. Perhaps we were supposed to break up
already, but let’s hope that truth, love and new songs will win over scepticism and the
feeling that all beautiful songs were already written.

The workshop introduces a transformational practice based on the Dialogical Self
Theory. If you accept that various conflicting voices – an arrogant politician, a moralizing
teacher and a capitalist destroying your future – are a part of yourself and have them
start a dialogue, there can be a surprising personality transformation which can change
the power relationships that construct you. These relationships can be rearranged,
qualities such as humility and creativity can develop and as you change, you contribute
to the renewal of the world.

Meluzína

Nothing Less than Unimaginable – Imagination for Climate Justice
Sunday 16:30

Severní nástupiště

Climate change is an unprecedented problem, yet our ideas of its solution tend to go
back and respond to problems and situations of the past decades. Energy transformation in the war mobilization mode, the Green New Deal, post-carbon communism,

Meluzína, or “the Howling Wind” is a songwriter and a street musician. If not on the
road, she lives and creates in the forests of the Myjava Hills. Her songs accompanied
with an acoustic guitar are inspired by the Wild Eastern folklore robed in a folk cloak,
spiced-up with Balkan and Gypsy rhythms and played with unrestrained punk energy.
Wherever she appears, she ignites flames of genuine “bashavel”.

Klimakemp truly is a camp. If you enjoy the camp fire atmosphere with dew in your
hiking boots and an acoustic guitar, you will definitely love this band. Whether covering Czech folk and country classics such as Míša Tučný, Cácory and Pavel Bobek or
legends like Bob Dylenů and Člověk krve or playing songs from their own album
O krysách a o vlcích (“On Rats and Wolves”), they will deeply move you.

